Christina Goff, LMC Librarians Los Medanos College

Mon Aug 8, 2011

3pm - 5pm  Leadership Academy InSite training / Bruce Cutler
  Where: L213
  Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
  Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Tue Aug 9, 2011

9am - 12pm  FLEX LMC Webpage design / Eloine Chapman
  Where: L214
  Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
  Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

9am - 11am  FLEX Outlook training / Jim Kolthoff and Rod Raumer
  Where: L213
  Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
  Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

1:30pm - 4:30pm  CCCAA In-Service Training and Exam / Beth Robertson
  Where: L213
  Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
  Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Wed Aug 10, 2011

4:30pm - 7:30pm  CCCAA In-Service Training and Exam / Beth Robertson
  Where: L213
  Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
  Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Fri Aug 19, 2011

9am - 10:30am  (CP) Gateway Program / Armstrong
  Where: L213
  Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
  Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Tue Aug 23, 2011

11am - 12:20pm  (CG) PHIL 2 / Alex Sterling
  Where: L213
  Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
  Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

5:30pm - 6:30pm  (CG) CHDEV 1 / Pam Perfumo
  Where: Brentwood
  Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
  Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Wed Aug 24, 2011

5:30pm - 6:30pm  (CG) CHDEV 1 / Pam Perfumo
  Where: L213
  Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
  Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com
Thu Aug 25, 2011

9am - 10:30am  (CG) Nursing orientation / Joanne Bent
Where: rm. 473
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

11am - 12pm  (CG) CHDEV 1 / Pam Perfumo
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Fri Aug 26, 2011

11am - 12:30pm  (CG) Engl 70 / Jack Karesh
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Mon Aug 29, 2011

1pm - 2pm  (CG) Engl 100 / Laura Bernell
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

6pm - 7pm  (KW) SPCH 40 / Shiela Rodolfo
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

7pm - 8pm  (CG) ENGL 100 / Joanna Folino
Where: English Lab
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Tue Aug 30, 2011

8am - 9:15am  RNURS 22 Testing
Where: L213 and L214
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

11am - 12:30pm  (CG) COMSC 60 / Sandy Jones
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Wed Aug 31, 2011

6pm - 7pm  (CG) SPCH 40 / Shiela Rodolfo
Where: Brentwood
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com
Christina Goff, LMC Librarians Los Medanos College

Thu Sep 1, 2011

11:30am - 12pm  (CG) ENGL 60 / Nancy Ybarra
Where: Reference Desk
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Fri Sep 2, 2011

8am - 10am  RN 23 Testing
Where: L213 and L214
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Thu Sep 8, 2011

1pm - 2:30pm  (CG) Debate Team / Kasey Gardner
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Fri Sep 9, 2011

11am - 12pm  (KW) Engl 100 / Yvonne Schwartz
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Mon Sep 12, 2011

9am - 10am  (CG) ENGL 100 / Julie Ashmore
Where: Brentwood
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

11am - 12pm  (CG) ENGL 100 / Julie Ashmore
Where: Brentwood
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Tue Sep 13, 2011

9am - 11am  RNURS 31 Testing
Where: L213 and L214
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Wed Sep 14, 2011

10am - 11am  (CG) Engl 221 / Alex Sterling
Where: rm. 232
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

10am - 12pm  RNURS 33 Testing
Where: L213 and L214
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com
Christina Goff, LMC Librarians Los Medanos College

11am - 12pm  (CG) Engl 221 / Alex Sterling
Where: rm. 232
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Thu Sep 15, 2011
7pm - 8pm  (CG) BUS 27 / LoAnn Winkler
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Fri Sep 16, 2011
11am - 12:30pm  (CG) Journ 10 / Cindy McGrath
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

11am - 12pm  (CP) SPCH 40 / Nancy Petersen
Where: Brentwood Computer Lab
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Tue Sep 20, 2011
8am - 9:15am  RNURS 22 Testing
Where: L213 and L214
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

11am - 12:30pm  (CG) Bus 160 / Robin Aliotti
Where: rm. 238
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Wed Sep 21, 2011
9am - 10am  RNURS 24 Testing
Where: L213 and L214
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Thu Sep 22, 2011
10:30am - 12pm  (CG) SPCH 40 / Kasey Gardner
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Mon Sep 26, 2011
9:30am - 11am  (CG) SPCH 40 / Kasey Gardner
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com
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11:30am - 1pm   (CG) SPCH 40 / Kasey Gardner
   Where: L213
   Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
   Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Tue Sep 27, 2011

9am - 10am   RNURS 34 Testing
   Where: L213 and L214
   Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
   Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Tue Oct 4, 2011

9am - 11am   RNURS 31 Testing
   Where: L213 and L214
   Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
   Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Wed Oct 5, 2011

4pm - 5pm   (CG) ENGL 100 Sara Toruno-Conley
   Where: L213
   Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
   Created by: kimberly.wentworth@gmail.com

Tue Oct 11, 2011

8am - 9:15am   RNURS 22 Testing
   Where: L213 and L214
   Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
   Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Tue Oct 18, 2011

8am - 10am   RNURS 23 Testing
   Where: L213 and L214
   Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
   Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Wed Oct 19, 2011

9am - 10am   (CG) Engl 100 / Tiscareno
   Where: L213
   Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
   Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

10am - 11am   (CG) Engl 100 / Tiscareno
   Where: L213
   Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
   Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Thu Oct 20, 2011

8am - 9am   (CG) Engl 100 / Tapiarene
   Where: L213
   Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
   Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com
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11:30am - 12:30pm  (CG) PHIL 2 / Sterling
    Where: L213
    Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
    Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

7pm - 8pm  (CP) Engl 70 / Darcy Cohan
    Where: L213
    Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
    Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Mon Oct 24, 2011

10:30am - 11:30am  (CG) SPAN 50/51 Whitman
    Where: L214
    Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
    Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Tue Oct 25, 2011

9am - 11am  RNURS 31 Testing
    Where: L213 and L214
    Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
    Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Fri Oct 28, 2011

9am - 10am  (CG) Engl 100 / Julie Ashmore
    Where: Brentwood
    Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
    Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

9am - 10am  (CP) CHDEV 10 / Erlinda Jones
    Where: L213
    Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
    Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

10am - 11am  (CP) CHDEV 10 / Erlinda Jones
    Where: L213
    Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
    Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

11am - 12pm  (CG) Engl 100 / Julie Ashmore
    Where: Brentwood
    Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
    Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Tue Nov 1, 2011

8am - 9:15am  RNURS 22 Testing
    Where: L213 and L214
    Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
    Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Wed Nov 2, 2011

9am - 10am  RNURS 24 Testing
    Where: L213 and L214
    Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
    Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com
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10am - 12pm    RNURS 33 Testing
Where:  L213 and L214
Calendar:  LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by:  tinagoff@gmail.com

Thu Nov 3, 2011

12:30pm - 2pm    (CG) EDUC 10 / AVID Kim Wentworth
Where:  L213
Calendar:  LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by:  tinagoff@gmail.com

Tue Nov 8, 2011

9am - 10am    RNURS 34 Testing
Where:  L213 and L214
Calendar:  LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by:  tinagoff@gmail.com

7pm - 8pm    (SJ) ENGL 100 / Ben Jahn
Where:  L213
Calendar:  LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by:  tinagoff@gmail.com

Wed Nov 9, 2011

11am - 12pm    (CG) EDUC 10 / AVID Karl Debro
Where:  L213
Calendar:  LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by:  tinagoff@gmail.com

12:30pm - 2pm    (CG) EDUC 10 / AVID Karl Debro
Where:  L213
Calendar:  LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by:  tinagoff@gmail.com

Thu Nov 10, 2011

8am - 9:30am    (CG) ENGL 100 / Kim Elder
Where:  L213
Calendar:  LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by:  tinagoff@gmail.com

9:30am - 11am    (CG) ENGL 100 / Kim Elder
Where:  L213
Calendar:  LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by:  tinagoff@gmail.com

Mon Nov 14, 2011

9am - 10am    (CG) JOURN 35 / Donna Smith
Where:  CC 214
Calendar:  LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by:  tinagoff@gmail.com
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Tue Nov 15, 2011

9am - 11am  RNURS 31 Testing
Where: L213 and L214
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

12:30pm - 2pm  (CG) EDUC 10 / AVID Karl Debro
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Thu Nov 17, 2011

9:30am - 11:30am  (KW) ENGL 90: Sara Toruno
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: kimberly.wentworth@gmail.com

Tue Nov 22, 2011

8am - 9:15am  RNURS 22 Testing
Where: L213 and L214
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Wed Nov 23, 2011

9am - 10am  (CG) ENGL 100 / Greg Brown
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

12pm - 1pm  (CG) ENGL 100 / Greg Brown
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Wed Nov 30, 2011

10am - 11am  (CG) ENGL 221 / Sterling
Where: L214
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

11am - 12pm  (CG) ENGL 221 / Sterling
Where: L214
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Wed Dec 7, 2011

8am - 10am  RNURS 31 Testing
Where: L213 and L214
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com
Mon Dec 12, 2011

8am - 10am  RNURS 22 Testing
Where: L213 and L214
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

10am - 12pm  RNURS 31 Testing
Where: L213 and L214
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Tue Dec 13, 2011

9am - 10am  RNURS 34 Testing
Where: L213 and L214
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

10am - 12pm  RNURS 23 Testing
Where: L213 and L214
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Wed Dec 14, 2011

9am - 10am  RNURS 24 Testing
Where: L213 and L214
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

10am - 12pm  RNURS 33 Testing
Where: L213 and L214
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Tue Jan 31, 2012

9:30am - 11am  (CG) COMSC 40 / Sandy Jones
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

11am - 12:30pm  (CG) COMSC 60 / Sandy Jones
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

1pm - 2pm  (CP) BIO 7 / Danielle Liubicich
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Wed Feb 1, 2012

10am - 11:30am  (KW) ENGL 70 / Jack Karasch
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com
Thu Feb 2, 2012

9:30am - 11am  (CG) PHIL 2 / Alex Sterling
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

5pm - 6pm  (CG) CHDEV 001 / Nancy Cuny
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Mon Feb 6, 2012

6pm - 7:30pm  (KW) SPCH 40 / Shiela Rodolfo
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Tue Feb 7, 2012

6pm - 7:30pm  (CG) SPCH 40 / Shiela Rodolfo
Where: L214
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

7pm - 8pm  (BS) CHDEV 001 / Margaret Jacobs
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Mon Feb 13, 2012

8am - 9:30am  (CP) SPCH 40 / Rebeca Moran
Where: CC101
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Mon Feb 27, 2012

7pm - 8pm  (KW) JOURN 35 / Donna Smith
Where: Brentwood
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Tue Mar 6, 2012

6:45pm - 8:15pm  (CG) BUS 27 / Lo Ann Winkler
Where: L214
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Wed Mar 7, 2012

10am - 11am  (CG) SPCH 40 / Kasey Gardner
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com
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6pm - 7:30pm  (CG) SPCH 40 / Nancy Petersen
Where: Brentwood
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Thu Mar 8, 2012

9am - 10am  (CP) SPCH 40 / Kasey Gardner
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

11am - 12pm  (CG) Debate / Kasey Gardner
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

11:30am - 1pm  ALA Workshop on iPads and Tablets
Where: TBA
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

1pm - 3:30pm  (CG) BUS 27 / Lo Ann Winkler
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Tue Mar 13, 2012

9:15am - 10:15am  (CG) ENGL 90 / Yvonne Schwartz
Where: Library level 1
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

12:30pm - 2pm  (CG) ENGL 100 / JoAnn Hobbs
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Wed Mar 14, 2012

4pm - 5pm  (CG) ENGL 100 / Sara Toruno-Conley
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Thu Mar 15, 2012

11:30am - 1pm  ALA Workshop on iPads and Tablets
Where: TBA
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Wed Mar 21, 2012

10am - 11am  (CG) CHDEV 10 / Erlinda Jones
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com
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11am - 12pm  (CG) CHDEV 10 / Erlinda Jones
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Thu Mar 22, 2012

9:30am - 10:45am  (CG) Career Adv. Academy / Phil Gottlieb
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

11am - 1pm  (CG) SPAN 52/53 Nancy Whitman
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Mon Mar 26, 2012

8:30am - 10am  (CG) ENGL 100 / Julie Ashmore
Where: Brentwood
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Tue Mar 27, 2012

9:30am - 11am  (KW) ENGL 100 / Julie Ashmore
Where: Brentwood
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

11am - 12:30pm  (KW) ENGL 100 / Julie Ashmore
Where: Brentwood
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Fri Mar 30, 2012

9am - 10am  (CG) ENGL 100 / Monica Tapiarene
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

12pm - 1pm  (CG) ENGL 100 / Monica Tapiarene
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

1pm - 2pm  (CG) ENGL 100 / Monica Tapiarene
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Thu Apr 12, 2012

9:30am - 11am  (CG) ENGL 90 / Michael Yeong
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com
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11am - 12:30pm  (KW) ENGL 90 / Steven Budd
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Tue Apr 24, 2012

11am - 12:20pm  (CG) ENGL 221 / Katalina Wethingston
Where: L213
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com

Thu Apr 26, 2012

4pm - 5pm  (CG) ENGL 100 / Robert Pendleton
Where: Brentwood computer lab
Calendar: LMC Librarians Los Medanos College
Created by: tinagoff@gmail.com